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Grand Sheik Way-El and Brother C. Harrison (Ali) Bey. You have both shown that you are NOT
astute in Law, but are astute in thinking that those who propose to be officers, officials and Law
Makers and enforcers, are actually Officers, officials and Law Makers and Enforcers, when they
are NOT!
EXAMPLE 1: A police is NOT an officer, he or she is not an Official, nor are they Law Enforcers.
They are policy enforcers, private security guards, working for corporations to protect
corporations and those who are members of corporations and break corporate codes.
It is NOT the duty of the police to protect you. Their job is to protect THE
CORPORATION and arrest code breakers. (Sapp vs. Tallahassee, 348 So. 2nd.
363, Reiff vs.City of Phila. 477 F. 1262, Lynch vs. NC Dept. of Justice 376 S.E. 2nd. 247).

EXAMPLE 2: It is NOT a matter of what the New Jersey State (or ANY State's) Motor Vehicle
Surcharge System (MVVSS or MVS) says or prints what a surcharge is. It is for YOU to know
what a Surcharge is in Law, of which, such definition applies to ANY state and to any agency,
agent of the agency, charter, sub-charter, chapter, sub-chapter, association, organization,
corporation, and / or entity operating upon the American land.
Surcharge: n. An overcharge; an exaction, impost, or incumbrance beyond
what is just and right, or beyond one’s authority or power.
Possibly you would re-think and re-write your article, as it is weak as it pertains to Law. The
Prophet told you to enforce the Constitution, which is FOR the United States of America which is
comprised of all states and all states are Union states established by charter and sub-charters.
They are also quasi-national domiciles and are NOT National domiciles. The National domicile is
for Nationals, such as Moors. Nationals are tied to the land and are part and parcel to it. The
geographics of said land are described in Chapter 47 of the Circle 7 Holy Koran, and includes the
American land estate continentally: North, South, Central and the adjoining Islands. The reason
he gave the instructions for you and I as Moors to enforce the Law of the Land, is so that you
and I are NOT molested by "other citizens". You do know who they are - don't you? If not, the
sooner you find out by study, the quicker you will be out of the mental slavery you are presently
in. As an El or Bey, you are the Law Enforcer and law abiders with the obligation to enforce the
American National Constitution of 1791, which YOU must also answer up to and does not mean
to answer up to the State's quasi-national constitution, or agencies they may contract to, such
as the various DMV’s, as they may in FACT give and enforce fallacious information particularly as
it applies to Law. Thus, Article VI is to be enforced, as States CANNOT even make Law. You both
need to show yourselves approved and know the difference between a statute, ordinance, and a
policy, all of which apply ONLY to members of said corporations (the other citizens that molest
you) and NOT to Nationals, or to any natural being. And if they do make any statute, ordinance,
policy and try to pass it off as Law, and that said fallacious so-called law violates the rules of
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Law already scribed in the organic American National Constitution of 1791, then it has NO
STANDING in Law. – See Article VI. Why are you enforcing so-called Laws of a State as that is
the example of "Color of Law", Color of Authority and Color of Office, et al. You know anything
stained, varnished or dyed is color, otherwise is a semblance of that which is real even in
phraseology, but is not real. This is what you as a Grand Sheik ought to be protecting the people
and your members from. Upon studying the TRUE Law of this land, it may bring what is being
said here, to a better light for you both, as Truth and Falsehood is strangely mixed, and you have
displayed it so eloquently by your mixing of apples, oranges and bananas, as it pertains to Law.
LASTLY AND VERY IMPORTANT: We at R.V. Bey Publications do not claim to be sovereign
citizens, or partake in any such activity of a free man on the land, etc., and other ‘labels and
brands that do not elude to Nationals and National activity. They are potentially dangerous
wording, especially for you to throw around, because for one, Sovereignty does not stand alone.
It is determined by your Nationality. Your nationality determines your political allegiance,
meaning the allegiance to your Family, of which you have no allegiance to your family, as your
writings and audacity to post such is a clear dividing of the family. Do not confuse "the
sovereign citizen movement" established by modern europeans, in a conquest intent to steal
YOUR inheritance and hide the truth about YOUR birthrights. The Prophet's call out was to
"Come Hear the Truth about YOUR Nationality and YOUR Birthrights". Sovereignty actually
indicates your relationship to the land, of which modern europeans and all of their institutions
and organizations are occupiers of it and they know it and do not hide that fact. Upon asking
any modern european for their nationality, you will find it to be Irish, German, French, etc,
because they are not the aboriginal people of the American land estate. They are not the
nationals here. If you, Grand Sheik and Brother C. Harrison (Ali) Bey, read Chapter 47, you
would have a better overstanding of what and where that land estate is for Moors. This is a
piece of the illustrious history and the vast estate that you will gain back in a conflict that cannot
be told in words, as your conflict will come first with you, then you will attempt to explain it in
words.
What you have written in words entitled “Debunking Sovereignty myths: R.V. Bey Publications
False Information”, is a blatant example of your lack of study to show yourself approved;
UNLESS, you are a member of a corporation, or of the United States of America, which is a
corporation operating under English Law - not American Law, and under the authority of
charters, which proves who they are and are not. If you are such a member by choice, be it
voluntary ignorance or involuntary ignorance, it explains your untoward division of the family.
I.S.L.A.M. Forever Moor,
Sister Rahsmariah Bey,
Publisher of R.V. Bey Publications
Sheik by Decree and by Birth
as Sheiks are Born – Not Made.

